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 Pick up this fun publication if you’Erika and Matthew will be ready to chat about sex! Maybe you have had
a issue about sex, but didn't know who to ask? Erika and Matthew are here to assist you) who might benefit
from some judgment-free education.re here to demystify the world of sex and reply to your
questions—including types you will possibly not even know you had! In this first reserve of the Drawn to Sex
series, they explore the useful side of sex, from the fundamentals of what defines sex, to barriers and tests,
masturbation, and the ins-and-outs of experiencing sex with other folks.The first volume in a well planned,
3-volume, sex-education series.re seeking to learn something fresh, understand sexuality better, or
understand someone (perhaps you! Using comics, jokes, and frank communication, they' Well, Erika and
Matthew possess spent years learning, talking, and creating useful comics about all areas of sex.
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Buy this book Whether or not you're familiar with the author's webcomics, you will likely find some new
knowledge about individual sexuality in this publication. I've OJST to them several times, but their timid
nature scared them away each and every time. In particular, the illustrators execute a great job showing fat
people and females with penises, but all of the artwork is excellent. That is a great book to read yourself, or
to tell friends who want in healthy sex lives.The written text accompanying the drawings is simple to
comprehend, conversational in tone, and so lovingly sex-positive. (What is sex positivity? Discover out
beginning on page 24!) Lovely, it's a must for anyone that are looking to have nice adult fun. I love this
book, it's beautiful, showing everything that you need to know to have fun with someone. Nice positive sex
and body grafic A GREAT Educational & Fun Comic! *I received this book as an eARC from Oni Press &
Limerence Press via NetGalley in exchange for an honest review*This book can be a compilation of
educational comics featuring various subjects surrounding sex. It's essentially a silly sex-positive comic.
There's humor. Dr. but this publication, this book is indeed good!) from my own childhood, but I don’t need
my hang ups to eventually hurt my kids who deserve better sex-ed than I acquired. Fantastic resource This
book is a resource that can help everyone from curious/confused teens to adults. and for a basics book, it
covers plenty of ground. They need and need true answers about sex, not really embarrassed, adult
runaround or ignorant misinformation from fellow baffled peers. I wasn't aware of the different types of
IUDs..This is actually the way sex education should be taught. It's informal, but informative. Fun and
Informative! This reserve is absolutely queer friendly. I love the amount of diversity demonstrated in the
illustrations. This would be considered a great read for any youthful adult, whether they're sexually active or
not. Should you have little kids, you may not be able to fathom seeking to provide a book such as this to
them someday, (I couldn’t) however now that mine are old I realize that I'd like them to have entire, happy
lives offering healthy intimacy because they choose. Love this book This is actually the book most of us
needed in school. and, aww, anal safety snails).Beautifully illustrated, with descriptions of different
contraceptives, how-tos, and commentary that made me laugh aloud. I supported the KickStarter to get this
book because I really like the creators and what they're doing, and I will recommend this publication to
anyone and everyone.Uncertain how to have the birds and the bees talk to your kids? Get them this book! I
know I'm going to give it to my kids when they're old plenty of. Drawn to Sex: The Basics Drawn to Sex:
The Basics simply by Erika Moen & just the info in the "look inside" preview alone could have blown my
little teenage mind.A graphic novel primer on secure, personal, and interpersonal sex that's extremely body
positive (quite positive all-around, in fact), exhibits an excellent use of gender fluid rendering, and describes
intimacy as a low pressure, consent-based, exploratory, lifelong activity. This is a lovely, honest, thourough
book.e. dental dams aren't retainers, the difference between a combination and mini contraceptive tablet,
using an enema, and what sort of morning-after pill works) and affirmed a whole lot (the creativeness of
fantasies; Highly, emphatically recommended for your teen (or, for your you). My school taught abstinence
(that is fine, but we had a girl pregnant with her second kid in the class so clearly it wasn't functioning) and
I'd have been so much more ready for the world if I had had a reserve like this. i really desire i'd had this
reserve when we was a teen. Additionally, there are chapters on different sexual activities including some
tips and tricks.. Matthew Nolan is normally a free NetGalley e-comicbook that I examine in mid-October. it
was a different world back then. There's sex. The comic format makes a usually uncomfortable topic
available, and clear to see. There's a chapter on asking yourself if you are ready for sex. it's got great positive
body imagery, representation of most walks of life, and i really can't recommend it highly enough. I’m
looking towards the next publication. Erica and Matthew have put together a tome of immense importance,
and completed it in a light-hearted, easy-to-understand bundle. buy this reserve, it's awesome! It’s the
reserve we needed whenever we were young! I actually learned a whole lot (i. It produced me uncomfortable
at first because I bought it for my old teenagers and I’ve got hang ups (don’t many of us? There's details.
There's many chapters on contraception and STI prevention. I give this a 5/5. actually, i should become



recommending it to one of my friends who has young teen kids. use of toys during intercourse; I bought this
from the pre-release Kickstarter. I am very happy with the ultimate product! Some live in pretty traditional
regions of the USA, and their access to judgement-free of charge, sex-positive teaching is limited, and this is
the perfect supplemental reading for them. it's such a great basics training course, and i would recommend it
for anybody who's searching for a publication on the sex fundamentals. From the initial set of "what the
heck also IS sex" chapters through to the snails goin' slow at the end, there's a hefty amount of excellent
details on sex, sexuality, gender, and health that I desire I had gotten as a teenager - I mean, I'm 42 years old
and I'd consider myself pretty sex-positive and I still discovered stuff in Drawn to Sex from a quick reading.
Highly, emphatically recommended for your child (or, for your you). When my child is old more than
enough and wants to learn, this will be the book I give him. I have a few friends who've married recently but
their backgrounds had left them without much knowledge in the bed room. The illustrations are gorgeous
and incredibly inclusive - the statistics in the drawings can be found in all sorts of shapes, colours, partner
plans, and physical sex characteristic combos. As a book, it was much easier for my close friends to take in.
I'm not just one to ask, however the subject of sex has been a many more relaxed for the first time since I
fulfilled them! I would totally reccomend! Charming! Erica's work is, while always, spot on! You can find
resources provided in the event you want more info on a subject. Disarmingly friendly presentation of
valuable information! Basic info every sex-having or sex-wanting person must have at their fingertips,
presented in a no-nonsence manner. It generally does not answer EVERY issue that could be asked, but for
people that have inquisitive minds, looking for honest responses to burning issues about sex and sexuality,
it's hard to defeat this book for sheer exuberant enjoyability! i'm going to go do this. Erika and Matthew are
like the awesome cousins everyone desires they'd had, offering clearness and goofy jokes to put the reader at
ease and welcome them into the excellent material. Purchase IT NOW! If I'd had this reserve when I was
younger, I'd be a different person What a wonderful resource and generous, gentle, readable book! This
book would make a great gift for teens, and will be a wonderful "keeper" reference reserve to compliment
"the chat". Worth reading for adolescents and adults alike.There is a great amount of information in this
book. I wish We had this when We was young Even as an adult who thinks they understand everything there
is to know, this book is a funny and informative browse. But I must say i wish I had experienced this book
when I was young and just learning about sex. The humor makes this issue seem approachable and much
less scary, and the information is totally solid. I also just like the author's approach to sexuality and gender
identity, something that is sorely missing from most sex education available to youngsters. A great gift!
Friendly and Informative With an approachable art style and an excellent sense of humor, this is an excellent
instructional guide to the weird and complicated globe of sex. I am a enthusiast of the artist's frank, open
comic design for years and was hoping she'd gather the instructional comics from her webcomic "Oh Joy
Sex Toy" into a volume such as this since its inception. In fact, I purchased five, one for every of the
preteens and teenagers in my own family: they're all obtaining a copy for the holiday season. There's heart.
Ruth for Millenials Not shying away from how items look and what the research says, Erika offers you
"what's sex, who to do it with, how, where."
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